
ANTH 1100 

Evolutionary Ideas of the Enlightenment

§ Earth, brain, printing press
slidewords* ANTH 1100: Evolutionary Ideas of the Enlightenment



James 
Hutton
Uniformitarianism, 1788

2

§ James Hutton painting and one of his sketches of stratigraphic layers from the late 1700’s.
slidewords* James Hutton Uniformitarianism, 1788



§ Photo of rock layers.
slidewords* -imageonly



§ Consideration of insignificance of a human in the vastness of the cosmos.
slidewords* Uniformitarian perspectives are 



James 
Hutton 
(1726-1797)

“No vestige of a 
beginning...no prospect 

of an end”

§ James Hutton painting
slidewords* James Hutton (1726-1797) quote: “No vestige of a beginning...no prospect of an end”



James Hutton, 1794

Quietly Proposes Natural Selection in Investigation of the 
Principles of Knowledge. 

"...if an organised body is not in the situation and circumstances best adapted 
to its sustenance and propagation, then, in conceiving an indefinite variety 
among the individuals of that species, we must be assured, that, on the one 
hand, those which depart most from the best adapted constitution, will be 
the most liable to perish, while, on the other hand, those organised bodies, 
which most approach to the best constitution for the present circumstances, 
will be best adapted to continue, in preserving themselves and multiplying 
the individuals of their race."

X X X

6

§ Giraffes with short necks getting selected against.
slidewords* James Hutton, 1794, Quietly Proposes Natural Selection in Investigation of the Principles of Knowledge. "...if an organised body is not in the situation and circumstances best 
adapted to its sustenance and propagation, then, in conceiving an indefinite variety among the individuals of that species, we must be assured, that, on the one hand, those which depart most 
from the best adapted constitution, will be the most liable to perish, while, on the other hand, those organised bodies, which most approach to the best constitution for the present 
circumstances, will be best adapted to continue, in preserving themselves and multiplying the individuals of their race."



Al Jahiz (781-868)

“Animals engage in a struggle for existence; for resources, to avoid 
being eaten and to breed. Environmental factors influence 
organisms to develop new characteristics to ensure survival, thus 
transforming into new species. Animals that survive to breed can 
pass on their successful characteristics to offspring.”

§ Al Jahiz
slidewords* Al Jahiz, ~825 AD, “Animals engage in a struggle for existence; for resources, to avoid being eaten and to breed. Environmental factors influence organisms to develop new 
characteristics to ensure survival, thus transforming into new species. Animals that survive to breed can pass on their successful characteristics to offspring.”



All species capable of producing offspring 
faster than food supply.

8

§ Photo of mice in cage
slidewords* 1. All species capable of producing offspring faster than food supply.



2. There is biological variation among members 
of a species and, except for identical twins, 

there are no two individuals alike.

9

§ Photo of nearly identical penguins.
slidewords* 2. There is biological variation among members of a species and, except for identical twins, there are no two individuals alike.



3. Because more offspring are produced 
than can be sustained on limited 

resources, the environment acts like a 
filter.10

§ Photo of Wildebeest in river with crocodiles during migration.
slidewords* 3. Because more offspring are produced than can be sustained on limited resources, the environment acts like a filter.



5. The environment determines the 
favorableness of the trait.

11

§ Photo of New World monkeys with long tails.
slidewords* 5. The environment determines the favorableness of the trait.



4. Those with more viable traits have a 
reproductive advantage and produce more 

offspring.

12

§ Photo of salmon swimming upstream.
slidewords* 4. Those with more viable traits have a reproductive advantage and produce more offspring.



6. Traits are inherited and passed on, especially 
in those with the highest reproductive success.

13

§ Photo of mouse with very similar-looking mouse babies.
slidewords* 6. Traits are inherited and passed on, especially in those with the highest reproductive success.



§ Illustration of mixing a clock into a bowl of soup.
slidewords* Just add time to the preceding observations and you get evolution.



7. Over geological time, favorable traits 
accumulate.

15

§ Photo of Cheetah; Photo of sediments.
slidewords* 7. Over geological time, favorable traits accumulate.



John Frere
Finds deeply buried handaxes from Hoxne, Suffolk, 
England associated with extinct animals in 1790. 

"...weapons of war, fabricated by a people who had not 
the use of metals... The situation in which these weapons 

were found may tempt us to refer them to a very 
remote period indeed, even beyond that of the present 
world..." letter published by the Society of Antiquaries 

-1800

16

§ Handle illustration
slidewords* John Frere Finds deeply buried handaxes from Hoxne, Suffolk, England associated with extinct animals in 1790. "...weapons of war, fabricated by a people who had not the use 
of metals... The situation in which these weapons were found may tempt us to refer them to a very remote period indeed, even beyond that of the present world..." letter published by the 
Society of Antiquaries -1800



1794AD Industrial revolution affects social theory 
Thomas Malthus writes first edition of An Essay on the Principle of Population. The 
industrial revolution had led to the rapid expansion, and sometimes crash, of factory 
towns. Malthus suggested that people would inevitably outbreed resource production. 
In many ways, Malthus was a 19th Century thinker, and his essay would be influential 
in that century. Darwin was a reader of Malthus, and it stimulated his perception of 
evolution. 

§ The Malthusian Dilemma, growth of resources vs. growth of population.
slidewords* 1794AD Industrial revolution affects social theory. Thomas Malthus writes first edition of An Essay on the Principle of Population. The industrial revolution had led to the rapid 
expansion, and sometimes crash, of factory towns. Malthus suggested that people would inevitably outbreed resource production. In many ways, Malthus was a 19th Century thinker, and 
his essay would be influential in that century. Darwin was a reader of Malthus, and it stimulated his perception of evolution.



William Smith
Starts geological survey work in Sommerset coalfields (England) that would lead to 
his "Principal of Faunal Succession” in the later 1790’s

18

§ illustrations by William Smith
slidewords* William Smith Starts geological survey work in Sommerset coalfields (England) that would lead to his "Principal of Faunal Succession” in the later 1790’s



Jean-Baptiste 
Lamarck

1802  

Publishes Recherches sur l'Organisation des 
Corps Vivants where he lays out the idea of 
evolution by inheritance of acquired 
characteristics.

19

§ Lamarck
slidewords* 1802. Publishes Recherches sur l'Organisation des Corps Vivants where he lays out the idea of evolution by inheritance of acquired characteristics.



1803AD First hypothesis of mechanism for evolution 
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 

§ illustration of Lamarck’s Giraffes
slidewords* 1803AD First hypothesis of mechanism for evolution
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck



Georges 
Cuvier 

(1769-1832)
Extinctions 
and strange 
organisms

Catastrophism 

§ Cuvier and ichthyosaurs
slidewords* Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) Extinctions and strange organisms. Catastrophism 



Cuvier, 1812
Constance skeleton 
revealed to be a big 
salamander...“There 
are no human 
fossils” 

Extinction

Catastrophism

Fossils

Diluvial geology

22

§ Pictures of animal fossils and a major unconformity in geological layers
slidewords* Cuvier, 1812. Constance skeleton revealed to be a big salamander...“There are no human fossils”; Extinction, Catastrophism, Fossils, Diluvial geology



Lyell, 1830
Principals of Geology

23

§ Illustration of geological processes by Lyell.
slidewords* Lyell, 1830; Principals of Geology



1837... one year back 
from the Beagle 

voyage

transcription:

“I think

Case must be that one generation then should be as 
many living as now. To do this & to have many 
species in same genus (as is) requires extinction.

Thus between A & B immense gap of relation. C & B 
the finest gradation, B & D rather greater distinction. 
Thus genera would be formed. — bearing relation 
(page 36 ends - page 37 begins) to ancient types 
with several extinct forms...”
-Darwin 1837

24

§ Picture of page from Darwins notebook.
slidewords*1837... one year back from the Beagle voyage
transcription:

“I think

Case must be that one generation then should be as many living as now. To do this & to have many species in same genus (as is) requires extinction.

Thus between A & B immense gap of relation. C & B the finest gradation, B & D rather greater distinction. Thus genera would be formed. — bearing relation (page 36 ends - page 37 
begins) to ancient types with several extinct forms...”
-Darwin 1837



8. Geographic, climatic, and 
biological forces can split 

populations and start species.

25

§ Ilustration of population splitting into two parts.
slidewords* 8. Geographic, climatic, and biological forces can split populations and start species.



Paleontological Chart in the publication 'Elementary Geology' (1840) by Edward Hitchcock. It shows two trees: one for plants, one for animals.

Evolution

§ Evolution diagram from just before Darwin’s Origin of Species.
slidewords* Paleontological Chart in the publication 'Elementary Geology' (1840) by Edward Hitchcock. It shows two trees: one for plants, one for animals.
Evolution



Robert Chambers

1844
Vestiges of the Natural 

History of Creation

“The book, as far as I am aware, is the first attempt to connect the natural 
sciences in a history of creation."
totally controversial... wanted to remain anonymous

Transmutation

§ Robert Chambers; Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation
slidewords* Robert Chambers,1844, Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation
“The book, as far as I am aware, is the first attempt to connect the natural sciences in a history of creation."
totally controversial... wanted to remain anonymous
Transmutation



Samuel Morton
Crania Americana
1839

‘Scientific’
Racism

§ Early 19th Century view of races
slidewords* Samuel Morton Crania Americana, 1839, pseudoscientific racism: “This identity of physical characteristics, preserved through numberless generations, and often under very 
dissimilar circumstances, has occasioned various speculations in respect to the origin of the human family. The prevalent belief is derived from the sacred writings, which, in their literal and 
obvious interpretation, teach us that all men have originated from a single pair; whence it has been hastily and unnecessarily inferred, that the differences now observable in mankind are 
owing solely to vicissitudes of 
climate, locality, habits of life, and various collateral circumstances.

Without attempting to pursue this intricate question in detail, we may inquire, whether it is not more consistent with the known government of the universe to suppose, that the same 
Omnipotence that created man, would adapt him at once to the physical, as well as to the moral circumstances in which he was to dwell upon the earth? It is indeed difficult to imagine that 
an all-wise Providence, after having by the Deluge destroyed all mankind excepting the family of Noah, should leave these to combat, and with seemingly
uncertain and inadequate means, the various external causes that tended to oppose the great object of their dispersion: and we are left to the reasonable conclusion, that each Race was 
adapted from the beginning to its peculiar local destination. In other words, it is assumed, that the physical characteristics which distinguish the different Races, are independent of external 
causes. 

Such appear to have been the primitive distinctions among men: but hostile invasions, the migratory habits of some tribes, and the casual dispersion of others into remote localities, have a 
constant tendency to confound these peculiarities; and the proximity of two races has uniformly given rise to an intermediate
variety, partaking of the characters of both, without being identical with either : these are called mixed races"



1859 Origin of 
Species published 

29

§ Picture of first pages of Origin of Species.
slidewords*1859 Origin of Species published



Thousands of 
hominid 
fossils

§ Charles Darwin
slidewords* None



Evidence for evolution: 
The first evidence is 

pretty good

§ words only
slidewords* Evidence for evolution: The first evidence is pretty good



Universally shared features

§ bones of mammal limbs; whales, bats, mice, humans, cats have same bones.
slidewords* Universally shared features



Hierarchical 
classification

§ words only
slidewords* Hierarchical classification



§ animals
slidewords* none



§ same animals connected by tree
slidewords* none



Similarity in development

§ images of different orders of arthropods, similar in early development.
slidewords* Similarity in development



Adaptive radiation

§ diagram of darwin’s finches
slidewords* Adaptive radiation



Adaptive radiation

Hawaiian honeycreeper

§ Painting: H. Douglas Pratt, The Hawaiian Honeycreepers: Drepanidinae. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003.) Evolutionary tree of Hnecreepers 
(adapted from T.J. Givnish and K.J. Sytsma, eds., Molecular Evolution and Adaptive Radiation. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997.) 

slidewords*Species of Hawaiian honeycreepers descended from a common ancestor, some of which are shown here, have evolved many different bill 
shapes and food sources.



Adaptive radiation

§ illustration of adaptive radiation of mammals after dinosaurs die out.
slidewords*Adaptive radiation



• Modern distributions of animals

• example: Wallace line

§ Marsupial mammals
slidewords* Modern distributions of animals
example: Wallace line



Artificial selection

Wild cabbage

§ Brocciflower bud
slidewords* Brocciflower



Vestigial structures

§ Illustration of whale pelvis and human appendix.
slidewords* Vestigial structures



The fossil record

§ illustration of horse evolution and fossil record.
slidewords* The fossil record



The fossil record

§ Illustration of whale evolution based on fossils.
slidewords* The fossil record



The fossil record

§ hominid fossil crania
slidewords* The fossil record



Natural selection in action

Flat-podded golden rain tree 
introduced to central Florida 
in 1926

Soapberry 
bugs

§ Soapberry bugs with different nose lengths.

slidewords* Evolution of beak length in soapberry bugs – microevolution 
• Native to southern US
• In Florida, native host plant is balloon vine

• which occurs primarily on southern tip of Florida, on the Florida Keys, and less commonly, in central Florida
• Bugs feed by piercing the fruit with beak and inserting it into the seeds
• Flat-podded golden rain tree introduced to central Florida in 1926
• Rain tree fruit are much thinner than balloon vine fruit

 
 
 
 
 

Evolution of beak length in soapberry bugs – microevolution 

• Soapberry bugs in c. Florida started using rain trees as a host plant
• Populations of bugs living on thin-fruited rain trees evolved shorter beaks

 
 



A few major concepts 
of evolutionary biology

§ noen
slidewords* A few major concepts of evolutionary biology



48

§ Chromosome
slidewords* Chromosome



Chromosome

§ Chromosome
slidewords* Chromosome



DNA
Cytosine
Guanine
Adenine
Thymine

RNA
Cytosine
Guanine
Adenine
Uracil

A-T(U) 
C-G

§ DNA
slidewords* DNA
Cytosine
Guanine
Adenine
Thymine

RNA
Cytosine
Guanine
Adenine
Uracil
A-T(U)
C-G



Prokaryote
3.7 billion

51

§ Illustration of prokaryote and photo of fossils.
slidewords* Prokaryote, 3.7 billion



Eukaryotic cells
1.2 billion

52

§ Eukaryote vs. Prokaryote
slidewords* Eukaryotic cells



Eukaryotic cells
53

§ Eukaryotic cells
slidewords* Eukaryotic cells



Transcription

Translation

RibosomeCodon

§ Illustration of Transcription & Translation
slidewords* Transcription Translation



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDsGqJtdQhU

§ Video of protein synthesis
slidewords* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDsGqJtdQhU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDsGqJtdQhU
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Essential
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine

Methionine
Phenylalanine

Threonine
Tryptophan

Valine

Nonessential
Alanine

Arginine*
Asparagine

Aspartic acid
Cysteine*

Glutamic acid
Glutamine*

Glycine
Ornithine*

Proline*
Selenocysteine*

Serine*
Tyrosine* 
Taurine*

§ Amino acids: Some can be synthesized in the body. 8 we can only get from foods. amino acids come from foods
slidewords* Essential
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Threonine
Tryptophan
Valine

Nonessential
Alanine
Arginine*
Asparagine
Aspartic acid
Cysteine*
Glutamic acid
Glutamine*
Glycine
Ornithine*



Miller- Urey Experiment water (H2O), methane (CH4), ammonia (NH3), 
and hydrogen (H2)

§ Miller- Urey Experiment: In the 1950's, biochemists Stanley Miller and Harold Urey, conducted an experiment which demonstrated that several organic compounds could be formed 
spontaneously by simulating the conditions of Earth's early atmosphere.

slidewords* en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methane
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen


58

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=protein+synthesis&oq=protein
+synthe&aq=0&aqi=g10&aql=&gs_sm=c&gs_upl=4562l8617l0l10510l16l15l1l5l5l0l177l943l4.5l9l0

§ Illustration of protein synthesis
slidewords* www.youtube.com/results?search_query=protein+synthesis&oq=protein
+synthe&aq=0&aqi=g10&aql=&gs_sm=c&gs_upl=4562l8617l0l10510l16l15l1l5l5l0l177l943l4.5l9l0

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=protein+synthesis&oq=protein+synthe&aq=0&aqi=g10&aql=&gs_sm=c&gs_upl=4562l8617l0l10510l16l15l1l5l5l0l177l943l4.5l9l0


59

§ General protein structural types
slidewords* Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and Quaternary protein structure.



Enzyme proteins
Structural proteins 
Membrane proteins

Proteins

Collagen
Elastin
Myocin
Actin

Keratin

60

§ Proteins can be informally divided into three main classes, which correlate with typical tertiary structures: globular proteins, fibrous proteins, and membrane proteins. Almost all globular proteins are soluble and many are enzymes. Fibrous proteins are often 
structural; membrane proteins often serve as receptors or provide channels for polar or charged molecules to pass through the cell membrane.

slidewords* Enzyme proteins
Structural proteins
Membrane proteins

Proteins
Collagen
Elastin
Myocin
Actin
Keratin



exon=coding region
intron=non-coding region

61

§ illustration of DNA
slidewords* exon=coding region; intron=non-coding region



Basics of development

§ none
slidewords* Basics of development



Lineage 
Restriction

63

§ lineage restriction
slidewords* Lineage Restriction



Complex gene 
interactions

Transcription factor: a protein that binds with DNA to specify places that get copied and 
turned into proteins.

Regulator gene: a gene for a type of transcription factor.  

Stem cells 

64

§ none
slidewords* Complex gene interactions
Transcription factor: a protein that binds with DNA to specify places that get copied and turned into proteins.

Regulator gene: a gene for a type of transcription factor.  

Stem cells 



§ cookie-cutter houses
slidewords*



Development occurs as lineage restriction differentiates 
cell lines at different positions on the embryo. Segmented 

organisms repeat development programs in each 
segment. 66

§ Segmented embryo
slidewords* Development occurs as lineage restriction differentiates cell lines at different positions on the embryo. Segmented organisms repeat development programs in each segment. 



67

The basic layout of 
segments is the 

same in all 
segmented animals. 

A similar set of 
regulator genes 
triggers the first 

stages of 
development of 

different segments.

§ Hox gene locations
slidewords* The basic layout of segments is the same in all segmented animals. A similar set of regulator genes triggers the first stages of development of different segments.



68

§ video of developing fly embryo, photos of flies with antenna growing from eyes.
slidewords*



§ Hox genes expressed in forelimb during development
slidewords* none



Studying the effects of 
genes

Gene knockouts and reporter genes
70

§  Mouse embryo containing a beta-galactosidase reporter gene replacing the normal noggin gene. Beta galactosidase is revealed by the blue stain and indicates sites of expression of the noggin gene in the brain and in the skeleton. See Brunet, L. J., McMahon, J. A., McMahon, A. P., 

Harland, R. M. (1998) Noggin, cartilage morphogenesis, and joint formation in the mammalian skeleton. Science, 280, 1455-1457.; Transgenic mouse embryo in which the promoter for a gene expressed in neuronal progenitors (neurogenin 1) drives expression of a beta-galactosidase 

reporter gene. Neural structures expressing the reporter transgene are dark blue-green.

slidewords* Studying the effects of genes: Gene knockouts and reporter genes



DNA
71

§ DNA
slidewords* DNA



What is a gene?
A portion of DNA that makes...

...a protein?

...a tissue?

...a structure?

...basically they are functional components of DNA that are 
heritable as units. Recombination limits the physical size of 

a gene that transmits as a unit, so...

§ none
slidewords* What is a gene?
A portion of DNA that makes...

...a protein?

...a tissue?

...a structure?

...basically they are functional components of DNA that are heritable as units. Recombination limits the physical size of a gene that transmits as a unit, so...



Many geneticists prefer 
to think about the gene 
as a more specific entity: 
 Gene*: sequence of DNA that codes for 

the production of a protein

§ none
slidewords* Many geneticists prefer to think about the gene as a more specific entity:

 Gene*: sequence of DNA that codes for the production of a protein



Alleles

Different configurations of the same gene

§ none
slidewords* Alleles: Different configurations of the same gene



Genotype

Combination of alleles carried by an individual

§ none
slidewords* Genotype: Combination of alleles carried by an individual



Polygenic 
Pleiotropy

§ none
slidewords* Polygenic Pleiotropy



Gregor Mendel

1865 publishes peas

§ Gregor Mendel Stamp
slidewords* Gregor Mendel 1865 publishes peas



§ Diagram of Mendel studies
slidewords* none



Gregor 
Mendel

• genes don’t blend

• genes are inherited 
independently

§ Diagram of Mendel studies

slidewords* Gregor
Mendel
genes don’t blend
genes are inherited independently



§ Diagram of Mendel studies
slidewords*



§ Allele and locus diagram
slidewords* ‘Allele’ for purple flowers & ‘Allele’ for white flowers occur at same ‘locus’



genotype
phenotype
homozygous
heterozygous
dominant 
recessive
polygenic inheritance
pleiotropy

§ Hardy Weinberg basics with moths to illustrate
slidewords* genotype
phenotype
homozygous
heterozygous
dominant 
recessive
polygenic inheritance
pleiotropy



Mendelian trait

§ none
slidewords* Mendelian trait



Achondroplasia

§ Achondroplastic dwarf
slidewords* Achondroplasia



Polydactyly

§ Photo of hand with polydactyly
slidewords* Polydactyly



Cleft 
chin

§ Man with Cleft Chin
slidewords* Cleft chin



Albinisim

§ albino female
slidewords* Albinisim



The MATH:
Hardy-Weinberg Law

§ Punnet square and Hardy Weinberg math.
slidewords* The MATH:
Hardy-Weinberg Law


